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Vba for Excel Made Simple (Made Simple Programming)Gardners Books, 2005
This book provides an introduction to VBA for Excel for new users. It covers basic concepts of VBA and of macro programming, and takes the reader through the process of constructing interactive working applications. Features which make it particularly suitable for new and non-technical users are: * step-by-step approach * avoidance of jargon *...
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American History Through Literature - 1820-1870Charles Scribner's Sons, 2005
This A-Z, cross-referenced and illustrated title provides a unique overview of the critical period that spans the early national era through the Civil War, and which witnessed the birth of a truly American literature. The set features more than 250 survey entries. Subjects include: political topics (Manifest Destiny, Underground Railroad); ideas in...
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AutoCAD LT 2006: The Definitive Guide (Wordware Applications Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2005
AutoCAD LT 2006: The Definitive Guide introduces the newest version of AutoCAD LT and guides the reader through tutorials for creating landscape drawings and electrical schematics. The tutorials demonstrate setting up new drawings and using basic drawing and editing commands, and then progress to intermediate concepts such as dimensioning, block...
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Five-Minute Activities for Business English (Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers)Cambridge University Press, 2005

	This comprehensive resource book contains an easy-to-use set of short activities essential for anyone teaching Business English. Reflecting real-life business activities such as emails, noisy telephone conversations, making excuses, negotiating, handling customer complaints and cultural awareness, Five-Minute Activities for Business English...
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Repair and Regeneration of Ligaments, Tendons, and Joint Capsule (Orthopedic Biology and Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive and authoritative review of the most important scientific and clinically relevant topics today in ligaments, tendons, and capsular biology, including their biomechanics and surgical reconstruction. The authors review the basic science of tendons in the hand and shoulder ligaments, the current clinical status of the shoulder...
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Linking Teacher Evaluation and Student LearningAssociation for Supervision & Curriculum Deve, 2005

	In Linking Teacher Evaluation and Student Learning, researchers Pamela D. Tucker and James H. Stronge show that including measures of student achievement in teacher evaluations can help schools focus their efforts to meet higher standards. You'll see how four school systems have built such measures into their...
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Weiner's Pain Management: A Practical Guide for Clinicians (Boswell, Weiner's Pain Management)CRC Press, 2005

	This seventh edition of a bestseller has been totally revised and updated, making this the most comprehensive rewrite in the book's long and distinguished history. It includes new chapters, new sections and section editors, and new contributors. Offering an interdisciplinary approach to pain management, the book delivers a scholarly...
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Digital Video Hacks : Tips & Tools for Shooting, Editing, and SharingO'Reilly, 2005
Since the dawn of film, novices and experts have used  quick-and-dirty workarounds and audiovisual tricks to improve their motion  pictures, from home movies to feature films. Today, the tools have certainly  changed, as have the quality and scope of the results. With digital video, the  hacking possibilities are now limitless,...
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Real World Adobe Illustrator CS2Peachpit Press, 2005
How do you define a serious Illustrator user? How about one who uses Illustrator to produce robust and professional-looking vector graphics but also needs the program to be flexible and efficient in  workflow and production cycles. If this describes you or the user you strive to be, then you need this book Filled with the industrial-strength...
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Zero Configuration Networking: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2005
It used to be that two laptops, sitting side by side, couldn't communicate with each other; they may as well have been a thousand miles apart.  But that was then, before the advent of Zero Configuration Networking technology.  This amazing cross-platform open source technology automatically connects electronic devices on a...
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Beyond Governance: Creating Corporate Value through Performance, Conformance and ResponsibilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
T oday’s finance professionals face a very different world to
their predecessors. The steady, planned and predictable
world of the accountant has been changed beyond
measure, by a number of pressures including:

. corporate scandals and the consequent intense focus on
corporate governance and risk management;...
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Encyclopedia Of Human Computer InteractionIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Human computer interaction (HCI) evolved as a recognized discipline that attracts innovation and creativity. For the last 25 years, it inspired new solutions, especially for the benefit of the user as a human being, making the user the focal point that technology should serve rather than the other way around. The advent of the Internet, combined...
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